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About Augean
Augean plc is the UK’s market leader in the management of hazardous waste. 
We provide a complete solution for the management of hazardous wastes and 
work in partnership with our clients to provide long-term answers to the treatment
and disposal of their waste. Augean operates proactively to ensure that regulatory
standards are met and often exceeded. Best practice is considered normal
practice. We currently own more than 10m cubic metres of void space and 
employ over 100 people across our six sites.

2005 was the first full year of operation for Augean plc. From the outset 
we have adopted strong ethical and professional standards of operation. 
Consistent with leading responsible businesses we propose that annually 
we report our performance for the attention of our stakeholders and the wider
public. This is the first Corporate Social Responsibility Report in the series,
explaining our achievements in 2005 and setting objectives for 2006 to meet 
our aspirations for the future. We hope that you will find the report helpful and
interesting and welcome any feedback you may wish to give.
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What is corporate social responsibility?
Corporate social responsibility comprises two fundamental elements. Firstly
the recognition by a business of how it interfaces with the environment and
its stakeholders, including the public, regulators, customers, employees and
shareholders. Secondly the actions taken by the business to ensure that 
the interface results in a positive relationship with stakeholders and the
environment, consistent with sustainable business and development.

At Augean the relationship is promoted through clearly stated business
values and realised through our Integrated Management System. Corporate
social responsibility is an approach to our business led from the business:

“Corporate social responsibility isn’t an extra, it’s integral to what we do.
Waste isn’t an issue we can “sweep under the carpet”. We firmly believe
that sustainable waste solutions make environmental, social and
commercial sense.” 

John Huntington, Chief Executive
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Augean plc recognises that corporate social
responsibility is an essential element of our
business. A key theme of our approach 
is promoting a positive relationship with
stakeholders and the environment. We seek 
to follow best practice, adhere to regulatory
standards as a minimum and aim to exceed 
the expectations of those that regulate our
businesses and stakeholders that have an
interest in our operations.

We recognise that all aspects of corporate social
responsibility must be firmly embedded in the
culture of the company. We maintain and publish
our core business values which set out our
ethical position. Our operational performance 
is maintained through an accredited Integrated
Management System which ensures high
standards of both health and safety, and
management, protection and improvement
of the environment.

Augean plc sets clear policy on its expectations
on corporate social responsibility from the top 
of the management team throughout the
organisation. We are proud of our culture where
all staff feel responsible for making a difference in
delivering high standards within the organisation
and to our customers, stakeholders and local
communities.

To ensure that the business achieves its
objectives we invest in high quality operational
and monitoring equipment and employ skilled
and responsible people. We recognise the need

for continual development and improvement in
the standards of our operations and measure
performance year on year by reporting factually
the success of the objectives through annual
reporting on corporate social responsibility, which
demonstrates to shareholders, staff, neighbours
and regulators how our objectives are being met
and exceeded.

Augean’s core business values

l Transparency We are open and
transparent in all that we do.

l Integrity We are trustworthy and honest
in all that we say and do and take
responsibility for our own actions.

l Social and community responsibility We
recognise that our actions have a material
impact on the communities in which we
operate and take that responsibility 
extremely seriously.

l Environmental responsibility We respect
the environment and invest time and
resource in protecting it.

l Technical excellence We employ skilled 
staff and use up-to-date techniques and
equipment.

l Professionalism We are reliable and
consistent and deliver excellent service.

l Respect We are friendly and courteous to
colleagues, customers and suppliers.

l Passion We are proud of our company and
dedicated to its purpose. We are enthusiastic,
enjoy challenges and are eager for success.

Introduction

Augean’s corporate social
responsibility statement
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Business policy

Augean plc is committed to conducting its business operations in a responsible manner and we
recognise the need to continually improve our operations where practical to do so in order to reduce
our effects on the environment, ensure the safety and welfare of our personnel and neighbours, and
ensure customer satisfaction through service excellence.

We seek to exceed legal obligations and be among the leading exponents of good practice and
technological development within the waste management industry.

At no time will we provide services that fall short of the professional integrity and objectivity that we
understand our customers and stakeholders will require and every effort will be sustained to ensure
the accuracy, probity and surety of the services that we provide.

To achieve this and remain competitive, we pursue a programme of continuous improvement in all
aspects of our business. To assist in achieving this high level of regulatory compliance, customer
satisfaction and operational improvement, corporate objectives will be set on an annual basis.
Realisation of set objectives is continuously monitored, reviewed and communicated throughout 
the company.

To ensure a high standard of awareness within the company we provide our employees with
continuous training to improve their skills and competencies. To maintain external awareness and
good perception the company actively liaises with regulatory bodies, environmental organisations,
stakeholders, the local community and all other interested parties.

The company shall encourage our supply chain and contractors to improve business standards
through continual assessment.

It is the policy of the company that the documented Business Management System detailed in the
business manual and supporting administrative procedures are the normal basis of working and 
will be applied to all relevant work.

John Huntington, Chief Executive

Augean’s IMS policy
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This is our first Corporate Social Responsibility
Report covering our performance during 2005. 
It is a report about our company, our people 
and how we are working together to improve 
our performance both in current markets and
within our local communities. 

We have structured our report to provide
comprehensive coverage of CSR issues in a
manageable, no-nonsense way. As this is our
first report of this kind there are some issues
where we do not have full coverage of
information to report against. For these issues
we set clear objectives and explain how the 
data will be collected and reported in our 
2006 CSR Report.

In each section of the report we outline our key
achievements during 2005 and our objectives
for 2006. We have reported each performance
measure using quantitative data where possible
to assist in determining progress against our
CSR objectives for 2006.

In Section 2 of this report – “Augean’s
business” we report to you our current and
future capabilities within the waste management
industry, our core business values, approach 
to customer service, operational controls, and
provide you with an overview of the structure 
of our businesses.

In Section 3 of this report – “Augean and
people” we provide you with information on 

the people that have contributed to AugeanÕs
successes in 2005, our team values, and how
we invest in those who work hard to achieve 
our business goals. Section 4 explains our
relationship with our neighbours and the wider
public, and Section 5 looks at our workplace
and safety culture.

Section 6 “Augean’s environment”, focuses
on our commitments against CSR fundamentals
within the environmental context. We report on
our approaches to environmental stewardship,
emissions control, land management and
biodiversity. In addition we examine our
regulatory performance and our investments 
in environmental technology.

Augean is keen to report objectively our CSR
performance and to assist this Section 7,
“Augean’s indicators”, provides our CSR
baseline using indicators set by the Green
Alliance, the Global Reporting Initiative and
internally within Augean. Our performance
against this baseline will be assessed in
subsequent CSR reporting.

Augean would welcome your views on how
successful we have been with this our first
Corporate Social Responsibility Report. 
We have provided a feedback form at the 
end of this report to facilitate your response.
Responses to this report will be evaluated 
within our 2006 Corporate Social 
Responsibility Report.

Introduction continued

About this report
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Introducing Augean
Augean plc was formed in September 2004 with
a clear strategy to consolidate the market for
hazardous waste management through strategic
acquisitions of companies with inter-related
assets (both landfill operations and providers 
of solutions) in order to provide to the market 
a broad range of services, in line with 
legislative changes.

Augean plc was created as an acquisition vehicle
to buy and build businesses in the UK waste
sector. In September 2004 Augean plc raised
£2m through a listing on the London Stock
ExchangeÕs AIM, and in November 2004
announced its intention to acquire Atlantic Waste
Holdings and Zero Waste Holdings, funded
through a £100m institutional placing, which 
was completed in December. These acquisitions
brought Augean four landfill sites in strategic
national locations: two licensed for broad-ranging
hazardous waste disposal and two for non-
hazardous waste disposal, one of which was
successfully converted for stable non-reactive
hazardous waste disposal during December 2005.

The most recent acquisition was completed in
August 2005, bringing Proactive Waste Solutions
at Cannock into the Augean portfolio as a
complementary treatment business to the 
landfill operations.

Map of sites

AugeanÕs business

Successes in 2005
l Conversion of Thornhaugh landfill site to accept stable non-reactive hazardous

waste.

l Planning permission granted for King’s Cliffe landfill to extend the site to provide
storage for soils and restoration materials.

l Successful acquisition of Proactive Waste Solutions, Cannock, to provide waste
treatment capability within Augean. 

l Successfully achieved Phase 1 of certification to our Integrated Management
System to be certified to ISO 14001, ISO 9001, and OHSAS 18001.
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What is hazardous waste?
Around five million tonnes of hazardous waste are produced in the UK each year.
Hazardous waste includes:

l construction and demolition waste, such as contaminated soil and wood,
asbestos, glass and plastic;

l electronic waste, such as fluorescent tubes, computer monitors and televisions;
l industrial waste, such as solvent, paint, varnish, oils, cleaning cloths, filters and

soiled protective clothing; and
l residue from other waste treatments, such as ash from incinerators.

Radioactive waste has its own regulations and does not pass through any of 
our facilities.
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Based on our portfolio of sites our capabilities
include the management of hazardous, stable
non-reactive hazardous and non-hazardous
wastes. In particular we provide a complete
solution for the management of hazardous
wastes from assistance with identifying the
nature of the waste, determining appropriate
management measures, providing treatment 
to reduce hazardous properties, to disposal
services in accordance with Waste 
Acceptance Criteria.

Business responsibility
As the UKÕs leading hazardous waste specialist
we advise and help many businesses every day,
assisting them in understanding the many legal
and other requirements that they face to manage
their waste streams properly. We operate the
most extensive hazardous waste portfolio in 
our industry. It is critical to the long-term future 
of our business and the businesses of our
customers that we operate to exemplary
standards not just within legal requirements, 
but exceeding them, and in doing so ensure
that our waste solutions are sustainable
protecting the interests of our customers 
and shareholders.

Service excellence
Augean is committed to delivering excellence 
in customer service. To ensure we sustain this
standard we are proactively developing quality
management systems across the group to the
ISO 9001 system standard. During 2005 we
implemented turnaround time targets on all our
landfill sites to improve disposal services for 
our customerÕs waste vehicles (see Section 7 
for our performance indicator). Our customer
complaints process has been reviewed and
revised during 2005. Augean has made
commitments to our customers through our 
ISO 9001 system to verbally respond to all
complaints on the same day as they are made 
if possible, but no longer than one day. We shall
formally respond in writing within 28 days of any
complaint to confirm what actions have been
taken to resolve the problem and how we intend
to prevent its reoccurrence.

During 2006 we will be reviewing our performance
with customers through a comprehensive survey
that will cover all functions of our business from
enquiry to final disposal. The results of this
survey will be reported on our website at
www.augeanplc.com during 2006 and in our
2006 Corporate Social Responsibility Report.

AugeanÕs business continued
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Waste acceptance criteria
Waste Acceptance Criteria (WAC) was first introduced on an interim basis by the
Landfill Regulations 2004 on 16 July 2004. The interim year required producers 
of waste to characterise their waste and inform the receiving site of the chemical
constituents present in their waste stream. On 16 July 2005 under the Landfill
Regulations again, WAC was fully implemented. This required operators to provide
additional information to landfill operators on the leachability of their waste streams.
In simple terms, full WAC requires waste producers to tell a waste disposer what 
is in their waste and how that waste will behave (leachability) within the landfill 
cell once it has been disposed of.
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Operational control
Augean operates proactively to ensure that
regulatory standards are met and often
exceeded. Best practice is considered normal
practice. All our sites operate the Augean
ÒBusiness Management SystemÓ which is an
Integrated Management System that satisfies 
the requirements of ISO 14001 (Environmental
Management System Standard), ISO 9001
(Quality Management System Standard) and
OHSAS 18001 (Health, Safety and Welfare
Management System Standard). In October
2005 our Business Management System
successfully passed Phase 1 of the certification
process with our chosen certifiers the British
Standards Institute. A key objective for 2006 
is the full implementation and certification of 
the system across the group.

Even before waste is accepted at our sites we
are actively ensuring its effective control through
our Waste Acceptance Management Systems.

Upon receipt of a customer enquiry our team of
technical waste assessors, based at our head
office, work in partnership with the waste
producer to ensure that the data provided for
assessment is adequate and the assessment 
to determine acceptability is robust.

The operational and disposal instructions for
each individual waste stream are determined at
this stage and passed to the operational teams
at each of our sites in accordance with our
Vehicle Management System. Colour coded
cards that communicate operational and
disposal instructions are issued by our
weighbridge offices to be displayed in the waste
vehicle windscreen. Our control systems do not
stop once the waste has been safely deposited.
All systems are audited internally by a team of
qualified auditors and externally by our regulators
and certification body to ensure their robustness.

AugeanÕs business continued

Augean Treatment Facility Cannock
Ray Shanley and Andy Ratcliffe unloading
drummed waste at our treatment facility.

Landfill site
Stephen Watson leachate sampling 
at KingÕs Cliffe landfill site as part of 
our ongoing site maintenance.
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Waste acceptance and disposal process for bottom ash from a power station 
generating electricity

1 Customer makes price enquiry regarding disposal of bottom ash from the process of electricity
generation.

2 A member of our technical sales team in liaison with the Area Sales Executive will provide an
indicative price. Analysis and leachability data will be requested to facilitate WAC assessment 
to determine acceptability.

3 Where the customer has not conducted any leachability tests on the waste stream, Augean
organises to collect a sample of the waste and provide leachability testing on behalf of the
customer to gain the information needed.

4 Results return from the laboratory and the WAC assessment is finalised. We determine whether 
the waste is hazardous and does not require further treatment and is suitable for disposal at either
of our hazardous landfill sites. From the WAC assessment it is evident that the load is dusty; 
hence a blue card must be issued at the weighbridge to inform the operational staff that the load
needs damping down during deposition.

5 The customerÕs disposal price is confirmed, they are given their Òbooking reference numberÓ 
and they are advised of our closest appropriate facility. The load is booked in for the following day.

6 Upon arrival at the landfill, the weighbridge office confirm that the consignment note is correct 
and enter the booking reference number into the system. The Vehicle Management System
instructions are highlighted to the weighbridge operator who issues a blue card to the driver to
display in his windscreen. The driver is then inducted in our site rules as it is his first visit to site, 
he is also given a map of the site for future reference.

7 The driver follows site signage to the active landfill cell where he is met by the banksman at the
entrance to the cell. He is instructed to proceed to the tipping area where the water bowser is
waiting. The load is tipped under the observation of a site chemist and a GPS location is recorded.  

8 The vehicle is given the Òall clearÓ to leave the tipping area by the Landfill Supervisor and the
deposited load is then covered using suitable materials.
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Our sites
Our head office is located in Wetherby, West
Yorkshire and was established in February 2005.
The head office provides our administrative,
financial, and technical sales functions.

We operate hazardous landfill sites accepting 
a wide range of hazardous wastes which are
situated in KingÕs Cliffe, Northamptonshire and
Port Clarence, Stockton-on-Tees. Both sites
have resident technical teams to ensure that all
hazardous wastes are assessed and verified in
accordance with both legislative requirements
and stringent internal protocols.

Our Thornhaugh landfill site in Cambridgeshire
has disposal capability for non-hazardous waste,
and since January 2006 stable non-reactive
hazardous waste within monocells. We have
additional non-hazardous capability at our Port
Clarence site.

Treatment capability is provided by our site in
Cannock, Staffordshire, and the site treats both
hazardous and non-hazardous waste streams.

AugeanÕs business continued

Thornhaugh landfill site
Two of AugeanÕs new fleet of on site
equipment driven by Lee Wilkins and 
Phil Lawrence working at the face on 
the new monocells.

Thornhaugh landfill site
One of AugeanÕs new fleet of Terex Dump
Trucks, driven by Lee Wilkins, hauling cover
materials to our new monocells.
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Future markets
Through its acquisitions, Augean has developed
a strong foothold in the UK hazardous waste
market. The next stage in our strategy is the
further development of technologies to provide
treatment and recovery operations to offer an
effective solution that addresses the increasing
shortfalls in hazardous waste disposal capacities.  

To this end, Augean has undertaken a detailed
review of proven technological solutions available
on the global market — such as thermal
treatment and soil stabilisation — and intends to
make such solutions available at its Port
Clarence landfill facility in the North East of
England. This site which has excellent road, rail
and sea transport infrastructure, benefits from
two permits for hazardous and non hazardous
wastes, with consented void of 8.5 million m3

and additional land available, to be developed 
for hazardous waste treatment operations
including proven soil treatment technologies.

During the course of 2006 Augean will be
investing over £1m in an infrastructure and
process upgrade at our Cannock treatment
centre. The focus for this centre will be on
chemical solidification and stabilisation of
hazardous wastes. Our KingÕs Cliffe laboratory
will be developed during 2006 to provide
analytical facilities for the provision of BS EN
12457 leachability testing services. This will
provide a much improved service for our
customers.

Objectives for 2006
l Full implementation and certification of Augean’s Business Management 

System – ISO 14001, ISO 9001, and OHSAS 18001.

l Infrastructure and process upgrade at our Cannock treatment centre.

l Commencement of hazardous waste treatment services at Port Clarence.

l Development of laboratory at our King’s Cliffe site to provide extended 
analysis and testing services.

l Extension of our treatment capability by strategic acquisition.
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We recognise that our relationships with the
people with whom we interface while 
conducting our business — whether employees,
customers, the public or regulators — have a
significant influence on our long-term success.
Consistent with our core business values we are
committed to acting responsibly, with integrity
and with professionalism. We seek to create a
safe working and living environment that is not
compromised by the existence of our sites 
or their activities. 

Our people
“With the dynamic and increasingly
technical nature of the hazardous waste
market, the quality and commitment of 
our people is essential to our continued
success. Augean takes pride in developing
and investing in our employees to allow 
all individuals to fulfil their potential”
John Huntington, Chief Executive

Board of Directors
AugeanÕs Board of Directors is appointed to act
on behalf of the shareholders — the owners of the

business. The Board recognises that it has a
unique role in representing and promoting the
interests of all of AugeanÕs stakeholders and it is
accountable to shareholders for the performance
and activities of the company.

David Williams, Non-executive Chairman
David has 35 yearsÕ experience in the investment
market. He has been Chairman of a number of
public and private companies and was, for seven
years, Non-executive Chairman of Waste
Recycling Group plc. 

John Huntington, Chief Executive Officer
John, a chartered accountant, has over 15
yearsÕ experience in the waste industry. In 1996
he led a management buy-out of Darrington
Quarries Limited, a landfill and quarry business,
which was bought in 1997 by Waste Recycling
Group plc (WRG). He joined WRG as Group
Operations Director, and became Managing
Director in 1999. He left WRG in 2001, having
overseen the acquisitions of the waste
businesses of Yorkshire Water plc (now 
Kelda plc) and Hanson plc. 

Augean and people

Successes for 2005
l Active public liaison in place at our Southern sites.

l Provision of practical environmental education to local schools and universities.

l £1.6m Plant Machinery Replacement Programme which will benefit local
residents and Augean employees.

l Over £690,000 contributed to local community initiatives via the Landfill Tax
Credits Scheme.

l Achieved Phase 1 certification for our OHSAS 18001 Health and Safety
Management System.
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Roger McDowell, Non-executive Director
Roger was appointed Managing Director of
Oliver Ashworth Limited, a pipeline products
distributor, in 1988. Following a £10m private
equity fundraising in 1992, the business was
listed on the LSE in 1996 with a market
capitalisation of £26m. The business was sold 
to Saint Gobain in 1998 and Roger has since
held a number of non-executive roles. He is
currently a non-executive director of Intec
Telecom Systems plc and Booth Industries plc. 

Andrew Bryce, Non-executive Director 
Andrew has had a long career in environmental
law in the UK and currently runs his own law
firm, Andrew Bryce & Co, which specialises in
personal legal consultancy, advising boards on
strategic, environmental management and liability
issues. He has held the Chairmanship and 
Vice Chairmanship of the United Kingdom
Environmental Law Association and is currently
Convenor of its Waste Working Party. He has
also been Vice Chairman of the Planning and
Environmental Sub-Committee of the City of
London Law Society.

Employee profiles
Alec Hirst, Sales Office Manager
I joined Augean plc in April 2005 as Technical
Sales Advisor. My main role was to ensure 
that all waste destined for landfill complied 
with the interim WAC. In addition I maintained
communication with both customers and
account managers. During my employment 
I have integrated new quotation systems 
allowing better communication between

technical assessment, quotation and operations. 
These systems allow quicker access for all
involved parties to their relevant information.

I had a large involvement in the introduction 
of the full WAC back in July. This involved
interpretation and application of the WAC to 
all waste streams destined for hazardous landfill
through meetings with senior staff and constant
liaison with customers and the EA.

During this busy period I have been influential in
the direction of the sales office, from moving to
new premises in Wetherby, to restructuring and
development of the team. Within six months of
working with Augean plc I was promoted to
Sales Office Manager. In this role the development
of the office and staff has become my
responsibility. I am pleased to be working for 
a forward thinking and dynamic company 
where there is a sense of opportunity.

Michael Knight, Weighbridge Operator
I have many responsibilities in my current role 
as Weighbridge Operator at the KingÕs Cliffe 
site. Principally I have to ensure that the waste
that comes to site does so with the correct
paperwork and that the customer is bringing 
to us what they said they were during the WAC
assessment. If the load is acceptable I weigh 
it in and book it into the site for disposal. I also
co-ordinate the Vehicle Management System
from the weighbridge which is made up of
different colour cards used to communicate
instructions. I see this as one of my most
important roles as it gives operational and 

Augean and people continued
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health and safety instructions to the landfill
supervisor and his team. I provide the link
between the Òtechnical bitÓ at head office 
and the operators disposing of the waste 
in the landfill cell. Since I have worked for
Augean I have been given opportunities to learn
and develop myself. I have recently completed
my Level 2 NVQ in waste management and have
also qualified as a first aider. I thoroughly enjoy
working for Augean, I really feel part of the team
here at KingÕs Cliffe. 

Team values
Business success is dependent on people
working effectively together with a common
objective. However talented and motivated a
group of individuals may be, they are unlikely 
to succeed if they fail to communicate with 
each other or if they do not co-operate in their
day-to-day activities.

Augean plc is committed to developing coherent
teams. Significant effort is made to communicate
the groupÕs strategy to all staff and as an
example of this the Chief Executive will meet 
all staff members during Spring 2006 to update
them on progress to date. This initiative will 
be supported by common branding of all the
groupÕs businesses under the Augean plc 
name and logo.

All senior managers within the group have
personal objectives that support the groupÕs
strategy, and these objectives will be
communicated to all staff through a regular
series of team briefings. Similarly these briefings

will be used to obtain feedback from staff so 
that we work together to identify obstacles and
collectively develop better ways of working.

Training and personal development
Augean plc operates in a technically complex
industry. The group needs people with high 
level skills, particularly in waste analysis,
environmental management, health and 
safety, and the requirements of our regulators. 
In parallel with these industry-specific skills we
also need high level commercial and business
management skills.

We have been fortunate in retaining people 
with these skills in the businesses that we have
acquired and we have been successful in
recruiting new highly skilled people to join us.

However there is a very strong imperative to
further enhance the skills and experience of 
our staff, in order to maintain and enhance 
our competitive advantage. We are currently
embarking on a programme to significantly
increase the number of staff who have relevant
COTC qualifications, and are sponsoring 
other staff through other academic and
vocational qualifications.

Over the next six months we will undertake 
a comprehensive training needs analysis of all 
our staff and we are committed to providing 
the resources to further enhance the skill base 
of the group.
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Why has Augean produced this report?
This is our first full operational calendar year. We
have reported our activities within this framework
because it is in-keeping with our open culture, 
it is in line with market expectations and will
provide a useful management tool. The report
will have as much importance internally as
externally and will assist the company in
prioritising our management improvement
programmes now and for the coming years
ahead. Corporate social responsibility isnÕt an
extra, itÕs integral to what we do. Waste isnÕt 
an issue we can Òsweep under the carpetÓ. 
We firmly believe that sustainable waste 
solutions make environmental, social and
commercial sense.

What makes a responsible company?
It is my view that a responsible company is one
that minimises its impacts upon the environment
and people while making a positive contribution
to the communities within which it operates.
Businesses must recognise how they interface
with the environment and their stakeholders and
seek to take actions to ensure that this interface
results in a positive relationship consistent with
sustainable business and development.

In today’s market aren’t customers just
concerned with price?
Yes customers do focus on price but this is 
not the only issue that producers of hazardous
waste consider. Confidence in the operational
performance of our sites is fundamental to the
majority of our customers. We find our sites
receiving increasing scrutiny from our customer
base, who regularly assess our performance, 
our approaches to environmental, health and
safety management and how we work with our
local communities. As a company we welcome
this proactive approach and are pleased 
with the feedback we have received so far.

Which of Augean’s recent achievements
give you greatest pride?
Seeing how the company and its people have
grown over the year, taking on numerous
challenges while maintaining commitment to our
business values and delivering high standards 
of performance. I am particularly pleased to 
see how our reputation with customers and 
the public steadily grows in response to our
approach. I believe this report ably illustrates
these points and our commitment to continued
business responsibility and stewardship.

Augean and people continued

Chief Executive’s views
John Huntington, Chief Executive 
of Augean plc shares his thoughts 
on corporate social responsibility
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Liaison
To facilitate effective dialogue between ourselves,
our local communities and our regulators we
hold periodic Òliaison meetingsÓ at our KingÕs
Cliffe and Thornhaugh landfill sites. Although our
Port Clarence and MarkÕs Quarry sites are some
distances away from their nearest community,
during 2006 Augean will be seeking to improve
local liaison with interested parties, and if feasible
will support liaison groups in these areas and will
host open days at our sites.

To keep our local communities informed, Augean
publishes a bi-annual community newsletter.
This has proven effective in informing those
people who live closest to our sites on how 
we operate and our development proposals 
and has stimulated discussion on issues 
that are important to the community.

Augean has hosted a series of open days at our
sites for the local community and our regulators
such as the Planning Authority and the
Environment Agency. Recent open days at our
KingÕs Cliffe site in December and Thornhaugh

site in September and November have assisted
in demonstrating to stakeholders the effective
management of our sites, operational
improvements and site development. The 
visits promote understanding and confidence 
in our operation.

Minimising nuisance
We have implemented at all our sites robust
management systems to minimise the potential
for environmental nuisance on our local
communities. Issues such as odour, litter and
dust are tightly controlled. Waste loads that have
the potential to cause odour are identified by our
waste acceptance systems. They are then fast
tracked through the site to minimise risk of
odour. To effectively manage litter, our sites will
not operate in wind speeds exceeding 30 mph.
To prevent dust emissions, ÒdustyÓ loads are
identified prior to arrival at site and such loads
are not tipped in wind speeds exceeding 
15 mph. High performance wheel washes 
ensure that mud and debris do not leave 
our sites and cause a nuisance on the 
public highway.

Our community

“I recognise that the actions of any
waste disposal business may have 
a material impact on the communities
in which it operates and I have always
taken, and will continue to take, that
responsibility seriously”John Huntington, Chief Executive
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During 2005 we extended and improved our
odour monitoring protocols and now monitor 
at a greater frequency, particularly at vulnerable
receptors. Noise levels are assessed by an
independent external consultant to ensure we
operate within defined limits. Our complaints
system has in addition been reviewed to improve
our recording and investigative response to
nuisance issues.

Community investment
Since Augean took over the operations in
December 2004, we have invested in our local
communities, because they are important to us.
Through the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme we
contribute to many local initiatives and will
continue to support the communities in the areas
in which we operate. This process is managed
by the South West England Environmental Trust
(SWEET) for our Southern sites and by the
Teeside Environmental Trust for our Northern
sites. These independent bodies ensure
objectivity in decision making and full
accountability of the distribution of funds.

Our Northern sites at Port Clarence and MarkÕs
Quarry contributed £194,000 to the Saltholme
International Nature Reserve in the Tees Valley.
We have provided a case study of this project 
in Section 6.

Our Southern sites at KingÕs Cliffe and
Thornhaugh have contributed over £500,000 to
local projects. The KingÕs Cliffe and Thornhaugh
Environmental Associations were formed so 
that local people could bring their ideas on how
Landfill Tax Credit funds should be spent. The
Associations provide independent and objective
verification to ensure that funds that are allocated
are for genuine projects that will make a real
difference to the local community.

Our community continued

KingÕs Cliffe cricket club for sport
equipment

New recreation and leisure facility 
for KingÕs Cliffe
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Projects that have been completed so far in
KingÕs Cliffe are listed below:

l Roof repairs to the All Saints and James
Parish Church in KingÕs Cliffe = £64,000 

l KingÕ Cliffe community hall for building
improvements = £11,000

l Horsewater Pond Restoration Project = £4,000
l New recreation and leisure facility for KingÕs

Cliffe = £120,000
l KingÕs Cliffe Cricket Club for sport equipment

= £11,000

Andrew Pick, Chairman of the Cricket Club
said: We are extremely grateful for this
donation, which will enable us to improve
facilities and equipment necessary to run a
senior league team as well as a junior teamÓ.

In the nearby village of Barnwell we have also
allocated over £55,000 for an extension to their
village hall.

The Thornhaugh Environmental Association was
formed during 2005 and has had much success
in its first year allocating over £130,000 to local
projects as follows:

l The Forestry Commission for a range of
conservation initiatives within the Bedford
Purlieus = £66,000

l Wittering Harriers Junior Football Club to 
build a new changing facility for its football
teams = £70,000.

l St Andrews Church in Thornhaugh village 
for building improvements = £4,000

l Wandsford village hall for building
improvements = £9,000

Roof repairs to the All Saints and James
Parish Church in KingÕs Cliffe

Horsewater pond restoration project
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Our community continued

Wittering Harriers junior football club
Wittering Harriers Junior Football Club is a village football club giving
the youngsters of Wittering and surrounding villages the opportunity 
to play football. The club has eight boysÕ teams playing in the
Peterborough Leagues and during 2005 a girlsÕ squad was formed.
Changing facilities at the club are currently provided by five portacabins
that do not have running water or toilet facilities. Augean have
contributed £35,000 towards the development of new changing

facilities at the club. The proposed build will have four changing rooms,
an officialsÕ changing room, toilets, showers, kitchen area and a meeting area/classroom. The new
building will not only benefit the children of the football club but the Wittering Community Association
and the village bowls club too.

Landfill Tax Credit Scheme
The Landfill Tax Credit Scheme (LTCS), was designed to help mitigate the effects of landfill 
on local communities. It encourages partnerships between landfill operators, their local
communities and the voluntary and public sectors. Introduced with the landfill tax in October
1996, it enables operators of landfill sites to donate up to 6% of their landfill tax liability to
environmental projects in return for a 90% tax credit. 

These should conform to one of the following:

l projects that involve reclaiming land, the use of which has been prevented by some previous activity;

l projects that reduce or prevent pollution on land;

l projects that provide or maintain public amenities or parks within ten miles of a landfill site;

l delivery of biodiversity conservation for UK species habitats;

l projects to restore or repair buildings for religious worship, or those of architectural or historical
interest, within ten miles of a landfill site; and

l projects that fund the cost of administrative, financial or other similar services, supplied to other
enrolled environmental bodies.
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Community education
Our Thornhaugh landfill site was used during
October 2005 for a study visit from nearby
school Bourne Grammar. The group that visited
comprised 20 sixth form students who were
studying engineering design, textiles and geo-
fabrics. Bourne Grammar has since requested
further study visits for 2006 and Augean is
looking forward to developing its relationship 
with the school further. 

In November 2005 a group of students from
Cranfield University visited our KingÕs Cliffe 
site for a practical visit as part of the MSc
Environmental Management degree programme.
Augean provided a lecture on the management
of hazardous wastes. The students studied 
the progress and control of hazardous waste
through observing the reception, inspection,
disposal and verification systems operating at 
the site. Augean was pleased to provide these
students with the opportunity to fulfil the practical
requirements of their degree, and is developing
further research and education links with the
University.

The success of these visits has prompted
Augean to consider in 2006 further opportunities
with local schools, colleges and universities to
improve community links and contribute further
to environmental education.

It is our view that through greater awareness
within our customer base of current regulatory
issues and requirements relating to hazardous
waste we can facilitate greater control of such
wastes throughout the waste management
process. During the first half of 2005 in the 
run-up to full implementation of ÒFull Waste
Acceptance CriteriaÓ on 16 July, Augean
embarked on an extensive programme of
educational seminars held across the UK to
provide not just our customers, but the waste
industry at large, guidance on what they as
waste producers must do post-16 July to
dispose of their hazardous waste. In the absence
of firm regulatory interpretation and documented
guidance our advice proved essential for our
customers.

We have since continued to provide valuable
guidance to customers through our technical
sales base at our head office in Wetherby.
Our help desk service is always ready to 
help our customers. Whatever the enquiry 
or guidance required, personal advice from
technical specialists will be offered to all 
who need assistance.
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Safety culture
When compared to other industries the waste
industry could be perceived as dangerous, and
with good reason. The industryÕs overall accident
rate is four times higher than the national
average, the fatal accident rate is over ten times
higher than the national average, and the major
accident rate is over three times higher than the
national average. Augean does not accept that
this should also be the case for its sites and for
its personnel. We take our responsibilities for 
the health, safety and welfare of our employees
seriously. It is the priority of all those with
responsibility for the safety and health of others,
from top management down to supervisory level,
to take a proactive approach to safety and to
improve our performance each year.

Since December 2004, we have made many
improvements to the management and
development of health and safety at these sites.

As discussed below, investment in plant has
reduced safety risks to operators. We have set
up safety committees and operational meetings
where safety issues and ideas are discussed.
Site monitoring has been expanded to include
occupational exposure and health monitoring
and results are reported internally and externally.

We have successfully completed Phase 1
certification for the group to OHSAS 18001, 
the occupational health and safety assessment
standard for Health and Safety Management
Systems. This will facilitate sustainable control
over our operational control systems to ensure
risks to health, safety and welfare are eliminated
or minimised. The OHSAS 18001 management
system forms part of AugeanÕs IMS and brings
together all the initiatives, improvements,
operational control procedures and projects
relating to safety at our sites.

Our workplace

“Our customers and
employees shouldn’t have
to endure dirty or dusty
conditions on site. They

should find every Augean site a safe,
friendly environment. They shouldn’t 
even know our sites exist until they 
drive through the gates.” Abigail Piddington, Compliance Manager
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OHSAS 18001
The Occupation Health and Safety Assessment Series 18001 is a specification for
development and implementation of a system for the management of health, safety
and welfare within the workplace. The specification was introduced in 1999 by the
British Standards Institution and was designed to be compatible with ISO 9001 and
ISO 14001 to facilitate management systems integration.

The standards have three main principles:

l Commitment to accident/harm prevention.
l Demonstration of continual improvement.
l Compliance with health and safety regulations.
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In 2005 we successfully completed an internal
review of risk assessments across all our sites.
This was a considerable but essential exercise 
to ensure that all personnel in operations from
management to operator were aware of what
and where the risks are.  

Augean embarked on an awareness-raising
programme of health and safety covering issues
such as manual handling, risk assessment,
accidents and near misses, and operational
requirements. The majority of the training has
been provided through Òtool boxÓ talks which
have proven an effective format for raising
awareness. Formal specialist training has been
provided to individuals and teams covering risk
assessment, Control of Substances Hazardous
to Health (COSHH), manual handling, first aid,
and internal auditing of the safety systems.

Communication between all levels of personnel
and engagement is vital to effective management
of health, safety and welfare in the workplace. A
range of techniques are used at Augean, ranging
from a formal Health and Safety committee,
announcements on notice boards and company
literature, and the informal weekly operational
meetings, to the use of suggestion boxes in all
weighbridge offices. Many of the successful
initiatives for improving systems at site came
from ideas put forward by our operational staff.
Michael Knight, weighbridge operator at our
KingÕs Cliffe site, suggested that we should issue
site rules to our customers to reinforce our

expectations of Personal Protective Equipment
(PPE) for visiting drivers.

The scheme was implemented in September
2005 and a notable improvement in PPE
compliance has been noted by site operators.
During late 2005 Augean implemented a peer
review of our Southern sites, in which health and
safety representatives ÒinspectedÓ each otherÕs
sites to provide a fresh pair of eyes when
considering risk management and minimisation.
This idea was again suggested at a Safety
committee meeting by Gordon Booth, Landfill
Operative also from our KingÕs Cliffe site.

To validate our approach to management of
health and safety we externally verify our
performance. Croner Consulting has been
appointed by Augean for this purpose. During
2005 we commissioned Croner Consulting to
review the majority of our sites to establish our
compliance with regulations and best practice.
The sites were scored in accordance with the
number and severity of risks on a scale of high,
medium and low. Our landfill sites performed 
well and were only attributed medium and 
low scores.

Our workplace continued
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Facilities
During 2005, Augean has improved office 
and operational facilities at many of our sites. 
In February 2005, we established our
headquarters in Wetherby, West Yorkshire.
Further improvements have been made to 
our offices at our site in KingÕs Cliffe, with 
the addition of a new self-contained office
complex, greatly improving working conditions
for our employees.

Augean significantly invested in new plant and
machinery across several of our sites in 2005.
With a total spend of over £1.7m, Augean
significantly improved the safety and
environmental performance of plant and
machinery. All new plant installed have ÒACERTÓ
(Advanced Combustion Emission Retard
Technology) which have reduced noise and
polluting emissions when compared to the plant
used previously. In addition all plant is Òretro
fittedÓ with air conditioning, flashing beacons,
reversing alarms and cameras, fire suppression
systems, and all are compliant with the new

2005 Control of Vibration at Work Regulations.
The new plant also has the added benefit of
improved fuel consumption.

We have committed to further investment during
2006 and will be implementing ÒEagle EyeÓ
systems on all plant. The Eagle Eye system,
which is GPS supported, monitors all plant
movements and activity. All operators have 
a unique key fob which will only enable them 
to drive machinery that they are qualified to
operate. Augean believe this will reduce 
the operating risks of our plant and improve
operating efficiencies.

Objectives for 2006
l Continued support to active public liaison.

l Continue provision of practical environmental education to local schools 
and universities.

l Implementation and certification of OHSAS 18001 into all operations.
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Environmental stewardship
Landfill is an essential part of waste management
and underpins the National Waste Strategy.
Properly designed and managed landfills provide
a safe and secure part of sustainable waste
management. Augean shares societyÕs concerns
about the potential consequences of poorly
managed and operated landfill sites. Our landfill
sites are the subject of expert design and
constructed in accordance with detailed quality
assurance plans. Rigorous operational controls
are adopted and monitoring systems are used 
to verify performance. Dedicated monitoring
technicians work to agreed programmes and
protocols with the Environment Agency and
gather qualitative environmental data which is
reported to our regulators at agreed periodic
intervals. Augean reports environmental
performance in respect of landfill gas, ambient 
air emissions, leachate, surface water, ground
water, dust and noise. Analysis of our
performance is presented in Section 7.

Our environmental controls start well before the
waste arrives at our landfill sites. Our technical
assessors conduct a detailed analysis of the
waste stream to determine its suitability for
acceptance at the site and then specify the
correct control systems that apply for reception
at site. Our rigorous compliance systems ensure
that every drum or container that arrives for
disposal undergoes a thorough inspection by 
a qualified chemist. Similarly all bulk loads that
arrive at site are periodically inspected by a
chemist and all are subject to a visual spot check
by either a chemist or COTC holder to ensure
acceptability for site. All our hazardous landfills
have dedicated quarantine areas to ensure that
waste determined unacceptable for landfill by our
chemists can be stored safely and with minimal
risk to the environment while an appropriate
means of disposal is found in consultation with
the Environment Agency.

AugeanÕs environment

Successes for 2005
l Habitat creation and translocation of Great Crested Newts at our Thornhaugh

landfill site.

l Successful transition of our Environmental Management System to the new 
2004 ISO 14001 standard.

l Remediation of landform at our Thornhaugh landfill site.

l Working with local residents to improve the aesthetic impacts of our sites.
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Future generations will have to 
live with the consequences of the
choices we make today. No-one
knows this better than Augean.Ó
John Huntington, Chief Executive
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All our sites are registered to the international
standard ISO 14001 for Environmental
Management Systems (EMS). In September
2005 we upgraded our EMS to the new 2004
ISO 14001 standard which places more focus 
on commitment to regulatory compliance. 
We are a heavily scrutinised business not only 
by our own internal compliance teams but also
by the Environment Agency, our local authorities
and our external auditor, the British Standards
Institute. Our customers frequently audit our site
to ensure that we operate to the high standards
that they require.

Regulatory performance
During 2005 our hazardous landfill sites received
a total of 21 inspections by the Environment
Agency (13 at KC and eight at PC respectively).
The average OPRA score per visit for KC was
three and for PC it was two. Although we are
satisfied with the performance of our hazardous
landfill sites during 2005, Augean will seek to
improve our OPRA scores during 2006. Indeed
OPRA scores as attributed by the Environment
Agency will become one of the core indicators
by which we evaluate our environmental
performance. Further details are provided 
in Section 5.

The number of environmental enforcement
notices and environmental prosecutions in 2005
across the group as a whole is shown in the
table opposite. The single enforcement notice

AugeanÕs environment continued

related to a technical breach which triggered 
a notice to cease remediation works. The issue
was resolved within 16 days, immediately after
which remediation recommenced. Augean seeks
to improve our performance in 2006 and aims 
to achieve zero environmental enforcement 
or prosecution actions.

Environmental
enforcement Environmental

Site notices prosecutions

KingÕs Cliffe
hazardous landfill 0 0

Port Clarence
hazardous landfill 0 0

Port Clarence
non-hazardous landfill 0 0

Thornhaugh
non-hazardous landfill 1 0

MarkÕs Quarry
non-hazardous landfill 0 0

Landfill gas
All waste, non-hazardous and hazardous,
degrades within the conditions of the landfill 
cell and produces a mixture of gases known
collectively as Òlandfill gasÓ. Methane accounts
for between 40 — 60% of landfill gas generated
from non-hazardous landfills and is a significant
contributor to global warming. The gas, if
captured, can be burnt and used to generate
electricity, reducing the greenhouse potential 
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of the gas and replacing fossil fuels. Due to 
the low organic content of hazardous wastes, 
it is anticipated that methane yields will be low
and will probably not be economically viable 
for energy generation.

The landfill gas energy plant at our MarkÕs Quarry
site converts electricity from landfill gas at a
constant rate of one mega watt hour, which 
we sell back to the National Grid. At our Port
Clarence landfill site, landfill gas is flared as it 
is not economically viable at present to invest 
in energy recovery, mainly due to the distance 
of the connection required to link up with the
National Grid. When our treatment centre is up
and running, this will change as we will be able
to use the energy generated, on site.

Investment in environmental technology
Augean invests in best practice and
environmental technologies to minimise further
our impact on the environment. In 2005 we
invested £50,000 in leachate treatment and
recirculation technologies across our landfill sites.
We have also invested £30,000 in data analysis
and reporting systems to facilitate improved
reporting and greater scrutiny of our qualitative
environmental data that is reported to the
Environment Agency and other stakeholders. 

New wheel washing facilities were installed at our
Port Clarence hazardous landfill site at a cost of
over £63,000 to eliminate the risk of mud and
debris being carried off site. Similarly at our

KingÕs Cliffe site we invested £12,000 for a
Òwheel spinnerÓ to remove clay and other heavy
debris to improve effectiveness of our existing
wheel wash system. 

Augean leads the hazardous waste industry in
the field of hydrogeological risk assessment of
hazardous waste landfill cells. During the interim
year we pioneered real-time risk assessment 
of the behaviour of hazardous waste within our
cells. Since the implementation of full WAC in
2005, we have developed new techniques and
approaches to risk modelling the behaviour of
compounds previously not assessed such as
mecoprop. As a result, no-one within our
industry understands better the risks associated
with hazardous waste landfill. This commitment
to excellence has seen Augean invest over
£120,000 in developing hydrogeological risk
assessments during 2005 and we will continue
further development during 2006.

Augean will be investing further in environmental
technology during 2006 with installation of landfill
gas management systems at both our Southern
sites. We will be commencing flare trials at 
our Thornhaugh landfill site with the aim of
implementing an energy recovery plant if the trial
results prove viable. We will also be installing an
extraction and flare system at our KingÕs Cliffe
sites. Following a review of landfill gas modelling
results it has been determined that energy
recovery will not be viable at this site.
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Land management and biodiversity
Augean has an opportunity through its
restoration and after-care schemes to contribute
to the development and maintenance of
biodiversity in the localities of our landfill sites.

The restoration schemes for our landfill sites 
are sensitive to the local ecological situation 
and aesthetic requirements of local communities.
During 2005 Augean took steps to improve
existing restoration schemes at its Thornhaugh
and KingÕs Cliffe landfill sites. Both sites, once
completed, will be more in-keeping with local
topography and land use, will have reduced
aesthetic impact on the landscape and will 
have improved nature conservation value. 

We also take care to preserve footpaths and
rights of ways. During the operational phase 
of a landfill site, it may be necessary to divert 
a footpath or right of way away from the site 
to protect the safety of the public. Once the
landfill site has been filled and restoration
complete, Augean will wherever possible

reinstate the footpath or right of way back to its
original course. 

The closed phase of a landfill site is the longest
within its life cycle. The after-care schemes for 
all our landfill sites run for 60 years and include
financial provisions for site maintenance and
security, running of equipment such as leachate
treatment and landfill gas plants, and
environmental monitoring of the landfill site and
immediate surrounding area. Augean set aside
substantial financial provisions during the
operation of our sites so that adequate funds 
are in place to cover the after-care costs. 
These are additional funds to those required 
by the Environment Agency.

Through the contribution of landfill tax funding 
(as described in Section 4), our Northern sites at
Port Clarence and MarkÕs Quarry contributed
£194,000 during 2005 to the Saltholme
International Nature Reserve in the Tees Valley,
see the case study opposite.

AugeanÕs environment continued

Thornhaugh remediation project
In May 2005 we commenced remedial work to resolve compliance
issues relating to the landform of part of our Thornhaugh site in
Cambridgeshire. The landform had been constructed by the previous
owner above agreed levels and was an eyesore for local residents.
Prior to the works starting Augean agreed with the Environment
Agency a comprehensive remediation plan covering the works that
included extensive environmental and health monitoring to ensure 
minimal impact to residents and our operators. During 2005 over

40,000 cubic meters of waste was removed off site with further volumes being removed during 2006.
Augean have greatly improved the outlook for residents living opposite our site.
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Saltholme International Nature Reserve
Over a period of 15 years, plans were considered to re-create a massive nature reserve of wetland
habitats on disused industrial land. The Teeside Environmental Trust in 1999 finally implemented the
plans through the availability of funding from the Landfill Tax Credit Scheme.

The Teeside Environmental Trust is working in partnership with the RSPB to develop the reserve. 
The Trust had a longstanding agreement with Zero Waste, the former owner of our Northern sites,
that landfill tax credits generated by Marks Quarry and Port Clarence sites would pass to the Trust 
for the purpose of establishing the International Nature Reserve. This agreement has been honoured
by Augean plc which made its first payment of £194,000 to the Trust in May 2005. AugeanÕs Senior
Operations Manager, Mark Kirk, is a director of the Trust and Augean takes an active role in
developing and supporting the project.

During 2005 habitat creation works have been undertaken on site involving major earthmoving and
re-landscaping of hundreds of thousands of tonnes of soil, clay and industrial waste. An industrial
landfill site has been transformed to a wild flower meadow. Areas of wet derelict grassland have
become a new wetland home for hundreds of birds with planted reed beds attracting new and
exciting wildlife. Further works have focused on concluding the land acquisition and preparing 
a visitor centre design.
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Similarly with landfill tax funding in 2005, Augean
has contributed nearly £60,000 to the Rutland
Water Osprey Project. This funding will cover
staffing costs for over three years and will
facilitate education about the reintroduction 
of Ospreys into Rutland Water, see case 
study above.

During 2005 Augean embarked on an ambitious
nature conservation project at our Thornhaugh
landfill site to safeguard a small population 
of Great Crested Newts, which are afforded
significant protection under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act. Where Great Crested Newts
are found in areas subject to development it is
necessary to carry out mitigation to ensure their

protection. Part of the site had already been put
aside permanently for nature conservation use;
this area was expanded by Augean to a total 
of 2.1 hectares. A comprehensive survey of the
whole site determined where the Great Crested
Newts were present and those outside the
defined nature conservation area were
translocated to safety. This project has cost
Augean over £50,000 during 2005 and further
investment of over £25,000 will be required for
long-term monitoring of the population of Great
Crested Newts on site.

AugeanÕs environment continued

Rutland Water Osprey Project
Ospreys were once common across much of the British Isles, but
were persecuted to extinction by the early 1900s. In 1954 a pair bred
at Loch Garten, near Aviemore in Northern Scotland and over the
course of the 60 years have become more widespread.

The Rutland Water Osprey Project is an ambitious biodiversity initiative
to establish a self-sustaining breeding population of Ospreys in central 
England. The project incorporates conservation planning and

management work to ensure that wetland habitat at Rutland Water Nature Reserve can support
Ospreys and can be maintained and enhanced to its full natural potential and biodiversity value. 
Young Ospreys are taken from Scotland at six weeks of age and translocated to Rutland Water Nature
Reserve. Translocation has been widely used in the United States and has been successful in 
re-establishing Ospreys in areas that, under natural circumstances, would have taken many years 
to colonise. 

The project will deliver significant biodiversity gains and make a major contribution to the Leicestershire
and Rutland Biodiversity Action Plan. The project will involve key public access and interpretation
elements plus practical nature conservation volunteering opportunities that will enhance peopleÕs
experience and enjoyment of Rutland Water and its Ospreys.
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Paul Blackler, Group Development Director
who was responsible for the project during
2005 said: We are proud of our population 
of Great Crested Newts and we expect them 
to live here for many generations to come.Ó

Augean recognises that tree and hedgerow
planting is an essential tool in minimising the
aesthetic impacts of our sites. During 2005 we
reviewed how our sites looked from close by and
listened to the views of our neighbours. At our
Thornhaugh landfill site, in response to feedback
from local residents, trees and small shrubs 
were planted in order to provide screening to
local homes.

To further our commitment to sympathetic land
management and improving biodiversity Augean
has joined the Industry Nature Conservation
Programme (INCA). This membership will focus
our biodiversity activities at our Northern sites.

Objectives for 2006
l We will seek to reduce our OPRA scores for all sites.

l We shall undertake restoration works at Thornhaugh, King’s Cliffe and 
Mark’s Quarry.

l We will commence advanced planting at our King’s Cliffe site.

l We will continue to invest in environmental technology and best practice.

l We will determine and report our “carbon footprint”.
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Augean is developing a comprehensive set 
of performance indicators against which our
progress towards our corporate social
responsibility objectives can be evaluated. 
What has been reported here is limited but
nevertheless accurate. There is still much to do
and we have made it clear in this report where
we will be actively gathering quantitative data
during 2006 to facilitate wider reporting and
performance evaluation.

Our indicators and nominated future indicators
come from several sources: the Green Alliance,
the Global Reporting Initiative and internal criteria
which we consider to be particularly pertinent to
our business. We have broken down the list of
indicators into subject areas of best fit that cover
health, safety and welfare, quality and customer
performance, environmental management, and
community.

Key:
GA An indicator taken from the Green AllianceÕs
Indicating Right: Environmental Performance
Indicators for the Waste Management Sector.

GRI An indicator taken from the Global Reporting
Initiative Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.

Augean An internal indicator.

AugeanÕs indicators

Health, Safety and Welfare: 2005

Number of reportable incidents under
RIDDOR per site Augean

RIDDOR stands for the Reporting of Injuries,
Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences
Regulations 1995 which came into force on 
1 April 1996. The incidences that must be
reported to the HSE are: death or major injury;
over three-day injury (if the accident that caused
the injury resulted from a work activity, or was
the result of physical violence at work); and
notifiable work-related diseases. The regulations
specify that employers must report dangerous
occurances such as an accident or incident
which does not result in a reportable injury but
which clearly could have done.

Number of
RIDDORS

Site during 2005

KingÕs Cliffe

Hazardous landfill 0

Port Clarence
Hazardous landfill 0

Port Clarence
Non-hazardous landfill 0

MarkÕs Quarry
Non-hazardous landfill 0

Thornhaugh
Non-hazardous and SNRHW 0

Cannock 
Treatment centre 0

Wetherby 0
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Percentage of sites where, if a Safety
committee is appropriate, it is in place GRI

Consulting employees on health and safety
matters is very important in creating and
maintaining a safe and healthy working
environment and culture. Through consultation
an employer can motivate staff and make them
aware of health and safety issues, in turn the
company can become more efficient and reduce
the number of accidents and work-related
illness.  By law employers must consult all of
their employees on health and safety matters. 
Augean is governed in this regard by the Health
and Safety (Consultation with Employees)
Regulations 1996. To satisfy the requirements 
of these regulations Augean has formed 
Safety committees where appropriate. 
The meetings are attended by health and 
safety representatives who are elected 
by employees to consult on their behalf.

% of sites
with Safety

Year committees

2005 100

Lost time and absentee rates GRI

The Confederation of British Industry annual
survey of absence and labour turnover in 2002
showed that lost time due to absence was on
average 6.8 days per employee which includes:
5.5 days for non-manual workers and 8.4 days
for manual workers. The average cost of
absences per employee was estimated to be
£476 per absence. Augean actively seeks to
reduce its lost time and absentee rates through
proactive management of health and safety 
but by also understanding the causes of
absenteeism, such as stress or job
dissatisfaction. The figures reported below
relate to our Southern sites only. All sites will 
be reporting their statistics throughout 2006 
to facilitate trend analysis. This data will be
presented in our 2006 Corporate Social
Responsibility Report.

Average Average
absentee absentee
rates for rates for Lost
manual non-manual time

Year workers workers incidents

2005 1.07 1.4* 0

*this does not include one employee who is on long-term
sick leave due to an accident not related to work.
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AugeanÕs indicators continued

Number of work-related fatalities GRI

When compared with other industries the waste
industry could be perceived as dangerous, and
with good reason. The industryÕs accident rate 
is over ten times higher than the national average.
Augean is committed to ensuring that no work
related fatalities occur on any of our sites.

Number of
work-related

Year fatalities

2005 0

Number of prohibition notices per site Augean

Sections 22 and 23 Health and Safety at Work
Act concern prohibition notices. Prohibition
notices are directed to addressing ÒactivitiesÓ
which involve a risk of serious personal injury.
A prohibition notice will be served if the HSE are
of the opinion that, an activity carried on, or likely
to be carried on by or under the control of a
person, involves, or will involve, a risk of serious
personal injury.

Number of
prohibition

Year notices

2005 0

Number of improvement notices per site Augean

Section 21 of Health and Safety at Work Act
states that where the HSE is of the opinion that 
a person is contravening, or has contravened
one of the relevant statutory provisions in
circumstances which make it likely that the
contravention will continue or be repeated, 
an improvement notice may be served that
requires a person to remedy the contravention 
or the matters occasioning it and within 
a specified time period.

Number of
improvement

Year notices

2005 0
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Health, safety and welfare: 2006 

External verification of sites Augean

Augean have appointed Croner Consulting as
our competent health and safety advisers and 
to provide external verification of our health and
safety performance. During late 2005 and early
2006 a number of our sites were assessed 
and the results will be reported in next yearÕs
CSR report.

Near miss rate per site Augean

Near misses can lead managers to areas for
concern and improvement. This helps to prevent
the Ònext day accidentÓ and reduces lost time
incidents. Augean implemented a near miss
reporting system during 2005. All sites will be
reporting their statistics throughout 2006 to
facilitate trend analysis. This data will be
presented in our 2006 Corporate Social
Responsibility Report.

Minor accident rate per site Augean 

As with the near miss indicator above, during
2005 Augean implemented systems for the
recording and investigation of minor accidents.
Minor accidents are defined by Augean as
incidents that result in minor injury with less than
three daysÕ absence from work (i.e. not governed
by the requirements of RIDDOR). All sites will 
be reporting their statistics throughout 2006 
to facilitate trend analysis and the adoption 
of preventative strategies. This data will 
be presented in our 2006 Corporate Social
Responsibility Report.

Quality and customer performance: 2005

Average turnaround times for waste
vehicles per site Augean

Hazardous waste travels much greater distances
to its disposal sites than non-hazardous waste
which tends to be managed within its locality.
Augean is, therefore, committed to provide an
effective and expedient disposal service that
starts when the vehicle arrives at site. During
2005 we implemented target turnaround times
at all our landfill sites. The turnaround target for
bulk loads from arrival at site to disposal is 25
minutes and the turnaround target for palletised
loads, which require unloading by a fork-lift truck
and inspection by a site chemist is 45 minutes.
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Quality and customer performance: 2006 

Number of customer complaints Augean

During 2005 Augean implemented customer
complaint procedures and record systems. All
sites will be reporting their statistics throughout
2006 to facilitate trend analysis. This data will 
be presented in our 2006 Corporate Social
Responsibility Report.

Percentage of complaints responded to
verbally within one-day target Augean

Our complaint procedures require a verbal
response to a complainant within one day of
receipt. This facilitates a greater understanding 
of their grievance which assists us in determining
a programme of action to resolve the issue. All
sites will be reporting their statistics throughout
2006 to facilitate trend analysis. This data will 
be presented in our 2006 Corporate Social
Responsibility Report.

AugeanÕs indicators continued

Turnaround times (minutes)

Bulk Palletised 
Site loads loads

KingÕs Cliffe 
Hazardous landfill 19 44

Port Clarence 
Landfill 17 47

Thornhaugh 
Non-hazardous and 
SNRHW 20 40

Percentage of vehicles exceeding turnaround
time targets Augean

% exceeding targets

Bulk Palletised 
Site loads loads

KingÕs Cliffe 
Hazardous landfill 12 33

Port Clarence 
Landfill 13 63

Thornhaugh 
Non-hazardous and SNRHW 24 0
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Percentage of complaints responded to 
in writing within 28-day target Augean

Our complaint procedures require that we
formally write to complainants within 28 days 
of receipt of a complaint. This enables us to
communicate further with the complainant to
reassure them that we have addressed the issue
appropriately, and provide them with details of
the effective corrective and preventative actions
taken to prevent a reoccurrence. All sites will be
reporting their statistics throughout 2006 
to facilitate trend analysis. This data will 
be presented in our 2006 Corporate Social
Responsibility Report.

Percentage of WAC assessments finalised
within two-day target Augean

To ensure we provide an effective assessment
service to our customers our target for finalising
WAC assessments is within two days of receipt
of adequate information (full characterisation 
and leachability results). Our technical sales
department will be reporting their statistics
throughout 2006 to facilitate trend analysis. 
This data will be presented in our 2006
Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Environmental management: 2005 

Summary of OPRA score performance for
each site Augean GA

Since July 2000 the Environment Agency has
been using OPRA (Operator and Pollution Risk
Appraisal) for Waste to assess the risk associated
with waste management activities. By this
method, a site is scored for the risk it poses 
to the environment and for the management
systems that are in place to control that risk. 
The sum of these scores make up a siteÕs 
OPRA score, which indicates the overall risk it
poses to the environment. Average OPRA scores
per inspection visit and total scores for 2005 for 
each of our sites are provided below. A key
performance indicator for the company will be
improvement of the OPRA scores during 2006.
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AugeanÕs indicators continued

Average OPRA Total OPRA
score per score for 

Site inspection 2005

KingÕs Cliffe 
Hazardous landfill 3 39

Port Clarence 
Hazardous landfill 1.5 6

Port Clarence 
Non-hazardous landfill 2.75 11

MarkÕs Quarry 
Non-hazardous landfill 2.20* 11

Thornhaugh 
Non-hazardous and SNRHW 3 63

Cannock 
Treatment centre 0.5 10

*Incorporates scores up to September 2005 when site
regulated under CSS regime.

Number of enforcement notices per site GRI GA

If a site breaches its permit then the Environment
Agency may serve an enforcement notice. 
An enforcement notice specifies the actions 
the permit holder must take to resolve the 
non-compliance and within what timescale. 
Details on enforcement notices issued are
provided below:

Number of
enforcement

Site notices

KingÕs Cliffe 
Hazardous landfill 0

Port Clarence 
Hazardous landfill 0

Port Clarence 
Non-hazardous landfill 0

MarkÕs Quarry 
Non-hazardous landfill 0

Thornhaugh 
Non-hazardous and SNRHW 1

Cannock 
Treatment centre 0
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Number of sites registered to certified
Environmental Management System GA

ISO 14001 is the international standard for an
Environmental Management System. All our sites
have implemented Environmental Management
Systems accredited to this standard.

Certified to
Site ISO 14001

KingÕs Cliffe 
Hazardous landfill 4

Port Clarence 
Hazardous landfill 4

Port Clarence 
Non-hazardous landfill 4

MarkÕs Quarry 
Non-hazardous 4

Thornhaugh 
Non-hazardous and SNRHW 4

Cannock
Treatment centre 4

Number of prosecutions per site GRI GA

If a permit breach is severe or an operator
persistently does not comply with permit
conditions, the Environment Agency may
prosecute the operator. Details on environmental
prosecutions taken are provided below:

Number of
environmental

Site prosecutions

KingÕs Cliffe 
Hazardous landfill 0

Port Clarence 
Hazardous landfill 0

Port Clarence 
Non-hazardous landfill 0

MarkÕs Quarry 
Non-hazardous 0

Thornhaugh 
Non-hazardous and SNRHW 0

Cannock 
Treatment centre 0
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AugeanÕs indicators continued

Amount in tonnes of landfill gas and the
proportion of gas being flared, used for
power generation, or passively vented GA

This will give an indication of the amount of landfill
gas passing through gas management systems
and our overall approach to gas management.
During 2006 we will be collating the relevant data
and will present this within our 2006 Report.

Total amount of landfill gas reported as CO2

in tonnes per site divided by tonnes of
waste handled GRI GA

This will give an indication of the amount of
carbon emitted to atmosphere directly related 
to our landfill sites. This is a particular issue for
waste companies as to whether the fossil fuel
energy saving by generating electricity from
landfill gas should be offset against total
greenhouse gas emissions. During 2006 we 
will be collating the relevant data and will 
present this within our 2006 Report.

Environmental management: 2006 

Percentage of supply chain assessed for
performance GRI

Through the continued development of our IMS
and our commitment to continual improvement
one of our objectives is to understand the
performance of our supply chain. In 2006 we 
will report the percentage of suppliers assessed
and provide information on their performance.

Location and size of land owned, leased or
managed in biodiversity-rich habitats GRI

During 2006 Augean will be contributing directly
through landfill restoration projects and indirectly
through its commitments to environmental
organisations to increasing biodiversity. 
The area of land owned, leased or managed in
this way is an indicator of our success on this
issue and will be reported in our 2006 Report.
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* Odour concerns at KingÕs Cliffe during 2005 stemmed
from certain waste streams delivered to the site and
historic areas filled by former owners of the site. During
2005 Augean implemented improvements to WAC and
operational systems which have subsequently prevented
odour issues associated with certain waste streams. In
addition, Augean received planning approval during 2005
for a new landform which will enable us to address the
historic site issues. Augean has committed to significant
investment in 2006 comprising remediation of the historic
cell including capping and restoration capping which will
faclitiate installation of effective landfill gas management
systems and substantially enhanced control of odour.

**The majority of these complaints were received during
remediation of the landform. The final capping and
restoration of the remediation area together with
installation of a comprehensive gas management 
system will provide control over odour generation.

Community: 2005

Number of complaints GA

Complaints are an indicator of our perceived and
actual impact on our local community by our local
community, and indeed by other stakeholders.
Details of complaints made to each of our sites
are provided below. Augean seek to reduce the
amount of complaints in all areas during 2006.

Number of complaints for 2005

Mud 
on the 

Site Odour road Dust Noise Other

KingÕs Cliffe 
Hazardous 
landfill 23* 1 0 0 0

Port Clarence 
Landfill 0 0 0 0 0

MarkÕs Quarry 
Non-hazardous 0 0 0 0 2
Thornhaugh
Non-hazardous 
and SNRHW 10** 0 0 0 4
Cannock
Treatment centre 0 0 0 0 0
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Workplace: 2006 

Results of employee feedback survey Augean

During 2006 Augean will be facilitating an
employee feedback survey to identify and
understand what our employees think about
working for us, what is important to them and
how they see the company. The contributions 
to the survey will be anonymous and will be
managed by an independent company. 
The survey will cover all levels of personnel 
and the results will be reported in the 
2006 Report.

Amount of time and money invested in
training per head GRI

We believe that investing in the personal
development of our employees is fundamental 
to the success of our business. During 2006 
we will be looking in detail at our approach to
personal development and training and will be
reporting the results within our 2006 Report.

Workforce diversity survey GRI

To ensure we understand the state of diversity
and equality within our company we will be
conducting a workforce diversity survey during
2006, the results of which will be presented in
our 2006 Report.

Community: 2006 

Results of stakeholder surveys GA 

To understand further our perceived standing
within, and impact upon, the local communities
within which we operate, Augean will conduct
stakeholder surveys during 2006. The surveys
may also help to bring out any latent issues
which have not been communicated by other
means such as by complaint. The results of these
surveys will be reported within our 2006 Report.

Workplace: 2005 

Percentage of advertised vacancies filled
internally Augean

Augean take pride in developing and investing in
our employees. We have had success with bringing
individuals up through the business to allow them
to fulfil their potential and career aspirations. We are
growing fast, however, and not all positions can be
filled internally, but this indicator is still useful to
demonstrate organic growth and skill development
within our company. Percentage of advertised
vacancies filled internally are presented below:

Vacancy details % filled internally

Middle management 100
Senior management 25
Supervisory 100
Sales 60
Operational 0

AugeanÕs indicators continued
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How would you rate the honesty and
trustworthiness of this report?

c Excellent

c Good

c Average

c Bad

c Not sure

Did you find the information you were
looking for?

c Yes 

c No

If not, what information were you 
looking for?
_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Did we get the level of detail right?
c Yes 

c No — too much

c No — not enough

Do you think we missed any topics that
you feel should be covered in the
context of this report?

c Yes — please provide detail below

c No

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Which of the following are you?
c Investor

c Customer

c Employee

c Contractor/supplier

c Local resident

c Regulator

c Academic/student

c Media

c Other (please state)

If you would like us to respond to your
comments please provide your contact
details below:

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Thank you for taking the time to respond,
your feedback is important to us.

Feedback form
We value your feedback on our first Corporate Social Responsibility Report which will be used to
improve our future reports.
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Augean PLC
4 Rudgate Court
Walton
Wetherby 
LS23 7BF
www.augeanplc.com

Contacting Augean
To find out more about how Augean can help your business call 
us on 01937 844980, fax us on 01937 844241 or email us at 
contact@augeanplc.com to arrange for a sales adviser to call you.
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